
Our Lady of Mount Carmel Catholic First School 

 

Year Three  

 

RE for Summer 1st Half 
  

Wks 1-3 Easter 

 

 

 

This unit explores the Story of Easter through the Story of Emmaus and the 

Story of Breakfast at the Shore. It is designed to help the children realise 

how the Apostles became aware of the presence of the Risen Christ in these 

events. 

 

• They will know the Stories of the Road to Emmaus and Breakfast at the 

Shore.  

• They will understand that through these events the Apostles of Jesus 

became aware of his presence amongst them. 

• They will recognise in the Resurrection appearances that Christ wanted 

to continue to share his life with his followers. 

• They will know that the Church celebrates the presence of the Risen 

Christ at the Eucharist and identify moments in the Mass when this is 

celebrated; recognising that it provides an opportunity for the entire 

Church to meet the Risen Christ today. 

 

Wks 3-6 The Eucharist is a thanksgiving to God 

 This unit provides opportunities for children to deepen their knowledge and 

understanding of the Liturgy of the Eucharist. They will think about why this is 

such an important celebration in the life and worship of Catholic Christians. 

 

• They will be able to sequence the Liturgy of the Eucharist and discuss 

the different words and actions associated with this part of the Mass. 

• They will understand the importance that the Church attaches to the 

Celebration of the Mass.    

• They will understand that this is a celebration of thanksgiving for the 

death and resurrection of Christ who is present in the form of bread 

and wine. 

• They will be able to speak confidently about the 

words and actions of the Liturgy of the Eucharist and explain why it is a 

celebration of thanksgiving for the sacrifice of Christ and his 

resurrection. 

 

Ongoing • First Holy Communion Sacramental Preparation to include the 

Sacrament of Reconciliation. 



 

Numeracy for Summer 1st Half 
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Week Lesson objectives 

 

Wks 1-3 

Mon-Wed 
 

Number -  Unit 9 cont: Fractions 
Unit and non-unit fractions 

Making the whole 

Tenths 

Fractions as numbers 

Fractions of a set of objects 

Solve problems that involve all of the above.  

 

Wk 4-6 

Mon-Wed 
 

Number -  Unit 10 : Fractions 
Equivalent fractions 

Comparing and ordering fractions 

Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator within one whole. 

Solve problems that involve all of the above.  

 
Wks 1-6  

Th-Fri  
 

Measurement: Unit 8: Length 

Measuring length 

Equivalent lengths - metres and centimetres 

Equivalent lengths - centimetres and millimetres  

Comparing lengths 

Adding & Subtracting lengths 

Measuring perimeter 

Problem solving. 

 

Rapid Recall 

Children will be continuing with Rapid Recall tasks.  

Times Table Test 

Children will continue to work on  Year 3 targets, to know 3, 4, 8 and 11 times 

tables and their related division facts.   



Literacy for Summer 1st half 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Wks 1-3 
 

 

The Lost Happy Endings  

 

Children will look at language, structure and layout of this vocabulary 

rich text. They will make predictions, discuss their thoughts, 

feelings and the characters in the story. 

 

We will examine the theme of Good Versus Evil and make links 

with traditional fairy stories the children are familiar with. 

Wks 4-6 
 

Charlotte’s Web 

 

Children will look at the themes of friendship and loss, examining how 

the animals work together to outwit the humans. 

We will discuss the concept of the reader as omniscient and the 

features of narrative. 

Literature into film: children will watch the film of Charlotte’s Web 

and discuss other books by the same author that have been created 

into children’s movies. 

 

 
 

Handwriting 

All children will be continuing to master the cursive handwriting script.  

 

Spellings 

Each week the children will be given spellings to learn and will be tested on 

these weekly. 

 

Reading 

All children will have an opportunity to change their reading book daily.  

(Please remember to write in the diary) 

 


